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Abstract. We develop a new numerical code of the multi-energy and multi-angle neutrino-
radiation transfer in three dimensions (3D) for core-collapse supernovae. Our 3D code to solve
the Boltzmann equations is based on the discretized-ordinate (SN ) method with a fully implicit
differencing for time advance. A basic set of neutrino reactions is implemented in the collision
terms together with a realistic equation of state. By following the time evolution of neutrino
distributions in six dimensions (3 spatial and 3 momentum-space) by the 3D Boltzmann solver,
we study the 3D feature of neutrino transfer for given background models of supernova cores in
order to understand the explosion mechanism through neutrino heating in multi dimensions.
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1. Challenges to compute the neutrino transfer in supernovae
Computation of the neutrino-radiation transfer together with hydrodynamics is manda-

tory for the study of gravitational collapse of massive stars. The neutrino heating mech-
anism in non-spherical configurations induced by hydrodynamical instabilities is the es-
sential key to clarify the elusive mechanism of supernova explosion. Simplifications of the
neutrino transfer by dropping energy or angle dependence are not reliable in principle
since neutrino energy- and angle-dependent interactions determine the transfer of energy
in the supernova dynamics.

To pin down the crucial part of the explosion mechanism, full calculations of the
neutrino-radiation hydrodynamics in 3D without invoking approximations of neutrino
transfer are required. In two dimensions, the approximate treatments of neutrino transfer
have been adopted in most of the state-of-the-art calculations (Kotake (2012)). Only
recently the Boltzmann equations in axial symmetry were directly solved by Ott et al.
(2008). The 3D numerical simulations with an approximate neutrino transfer have been
reported more recently (Takiwaki, Kotake & Suwa (2012)) in the ray-by-ray approach.

2. Applications of the new 3D Boltzmann solver
Rapid growth of supercomputing power enables us to compute the neutrino transfer in

3D (Sumiyoshi & Yamada (2012)). It is a challenging task to describe the time evolution
of neutrino distributions in six dimensions (three spatial coordinates with one energy
and two angles). We have developed a numerical code to solve the Boltzmann equations
for multi-energy and multi-angle group in 3D spatial coordinates. We solve the time
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Figure 1. Radial (left) and polar (right) components of the fluxes of electron-type
anti-neutrinos in the 2D deformed supernova core on a meridian slice.

evolution of neutrino distributions by the discrete-ordinate (Sn ) method with a fully
implicit differencing for time advance. The basic set of neutrino reactions (including pair
processes) for the neutrinos of three species (νe , ν̄e , νµ/τ ) is implemented with a set of
EOS table (Sumiyoshi et al. (2005), Shen et al. (2011)).

The 3D Boltzmann solver is applied to examine the neutrino transfer for given back-
ground profiles in 2D/3D from Takiwaki, Kotake & Suwa (2012) and Sekiguchi & Shibata
(2011). In Figure 1, we show an exemplar model of axially deformed supernova cores af-
ter the bounce. Due to the oblate shape of the proto-neutron star at center, the radial
flux is enhanced near the polar direction. The contribution of the polar flux (θ-direction)
is substantial between the pole and the equatorial plane. We note that this feature can
be properly described by the 3D Boltzmann solver, being different from the ray-by-ray
methods, in which only the radial flux can be described. Developments of the numerical
code for the 3D neutrino-radiation hydrodynamics are in progress in order to explore the
3D supernova dynamics with the exact solution of neutrino transfer.

This work is based on the collaboration with H. Nagakura, S. Furusawa, H. Matsufuru,
A. Imakura, T. Sakurai, Y. Sekiguchi, T. Takiwaki and K. Kotake. The numerical compu-
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